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‘Tis the season to be grateful.
Med One thanks everyone who has made 2007 a success.
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Jeff Easton
Sally Bowen
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Med One recognizes and is so thankful for the vendors, hospitals, bankers, and employees who have helped to make 2007 a success.

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Troy Tait

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Larry Stevens

As we approach the new year, it is a very
appropriate moment to look back on the last
twelve months and all that has taken place.
This year at Med One Capital has been one
of success and progress. At the beginning of
this year, goals were set and standards were
raised. As Med One’s team pulled together,
the company continued forward.
I believe that our employees are an
exceptional group of people. I am so
appreciative of the personal commitment
that so many of you have made to success.
I want to reassure you: your hard work and
dedication does not go unnoticed. We value
what you do, and we are grateful. As members of our team, every one of you is critical
to the success of Med One Capital.
You are the heart and soul of this company,
and I sincerely hope that each of you will be
able to identify how your individual efforts
will contribute to the ultimate success of
Med One. It shouldn’t be a great reach of
imagination to understand that in order for
any individual in this company to succeed,
it is vital that Med One succeed and excel.

To Be Continued … in 2008
As I sit here trying to write my article, the
song Auld Lang Syne started playing. It
caused me to stop and think about the
history of Med One. When I started with
the company back in 1994 there were only
a few employees. Some of us even shared
a computer. Email wasn’t even a
consideration and cell phones were
only used in case of an emergency.

This past year has been a year to develop new relationships as we have added
new employees and vendors. We have
also found new resources that have
allowed us to become more effective
and efficient in our day-to-day business.
It has also been a year where we have
improved on the relationship with our
long-standing customers and vendors.

A lot has changed since those early
days of Med One. We have an incredible
building to work in, our own email and just
about everyone has at least one cell phone.
The one thing that has remained consistent
is the quality of people Med One has associated with. Whether it be an employee, vendor
or other business associate, we have been
fortunate to associate with the best. While
some have come and gone, each relationship
has had an impact on the direction of Med One.

As we turn to the New Year, Med
One will once again turn to those
relationships to ensure another
successful year. We will rely heavily
upon our vendors to continue presenting our programs to potential customers.
With our business associates we will
look for ways to improve the way
we do business. And to the Med
One team, we will rely on them
to simply get things done.

“When I started with the company back
in 1994 there were only a few employees.
Some of us even shared a computer.”

Let us also recognize our vendors,
hospitals, and bankers and provide them
the best service we are capable of because
it is they who have brought our company
to where it is today. As president of the
company, I am grateful for and value the
relationship we have with them and look
forward to continuing to build that relationship.
And now as the year comes to an end, it is
time to not only reflect over the past year
but to relax a little and enjoy the holidays
with those you care about. From my family
to yours, have a happy and safe holiday
season and a successful 2008.
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GOAL SETTING

realistic in that it is practical and can
be achieved; and time and resource
constrained meaning that it has a
definite deadline for completion and
realizes limited availability of resources.

Nicole Monty

Benefits of Goal Setting
Goal setting helps us determine our
priorities, get organized, make big decisions,
and realize our dreams. Below are a few
simple steps to help you not only determine
your goals, but help you accomplish them!

Well-formed goal statements
The goal statement forms the basis for the
entire process, so careful attention should be
placed on a clear and accurate goal statement.
A good way to remember how a goal statement
should be defined is the old S.M.A.R.T.

Specific
Measurable
Action-Oriented
Realistic
Time and Resource Constrained

Reminders and keeping on track

CREATING manageable steps
Once we have our goal statement we
need some direction to follow to achieve
this goal. The goal steps give us a list
of the important things that need to be
done to achieve the goal, an action plan,
and also allows us to track our progress
towards the goal.

Motivation and commitment
Motivation and commitment are what
make us strive for achievement. They give
us the push and desire to complete all of
the other steps in the goal process. This
motivation can be obtained by developing a statement that creates a high level
of emotion and energy that guarantee
achievement. Commitment is what sets
us on direct course to reach our goals.

The goal should be specific enough so that
we know exactly what we are striving for;
measurable so we can tell exactly when the
goal has been reached; action-oriented to
indicate an activity that will produce results;

Reaching our goals requires persistence
and regular attention. We need some
sort of system to keep us reminded and
accountable. Reminder emails, calendars,
and reports are helpful tools to keep
you organized and on track. If some
accountability system is not used,
then we are likely to lose sight and fail.

review and re-assessment
Goal setting is definitely an ongoing
process that is accomplished over time.
When we first sit down and start to define
goals it can seem like a difficult task but
over time it begins to get much easier.
All goals due in the next year should
be reviewed at least once a week.
Works Cited: Paul Christenbury,
“Steps for Successful Goal Setting and Achievement.”

Successful goal setting steps
Goal setting is an extremely powerful technique for accomplishment,
but for goal setting to really be effective it requires more than just
writing down what we want to achieve.

“If a man knows not what harbor he seeks, any wind is the right wind.”
-Seneca

WHERE WE STAND
Company Numbers
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Med One Capital

October 2007

2007 YTD

October 2006

2006 YTD

New Equipment Purchased

$11,340,751

$101,493,199

$14,697,262

$84,092,360

Number of New Leases

83

47

Total Customers

1,751

1,554

Total Equipment Leased

$236,591,222

$196,741,020

Med One Equipment Rental

October 2007

2007 YTD

October 2006

2006 YTD

Total Rental Revenue

$478,386

$3,003,982

$135,769

$1,287,487
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SPREADING THE WORD

ARE YOU WEIGHING YOUR OPTIONS?

Everyone is

Sally Bowen

A director of sales (also a customer of
Med One) was asked by a sales rep from
another company if he knew of anyone
who provided finance leasing options. I was
carbon copied on the email that the director
of sales wrote in response.

talkin’
About

Here is our financing vendor:
Sally Bowen
Med One Capital

Med One

800 248-5882
Cc: E-mail above
She’ll be happy to talk to you, and has the reputation
of being very strong on Customer Service.
Thanks
After reading the email, I called the sales rep
in need of financing options, even before
he had read his email. I introduced myself
and asked him about his customer and the
equipment he had been working on with
them. He said, “You know, your timing is
perfect. You read my mind!” I laughed and
told him even though I had been working on
my mind reading skills, the director of sales
who had emailed him had carbon copied me
on the email. Then together we spoke about
his client’s needs, what he already knew and
what questions he wanted to specifically ask
to ensure that the proposal I sent was going
to be the solution the client needed.

CAPITAL
BUDGET

OPERATING
BUDGET

Med One Capital can help you find

An unsolicited referral, word of mouth,
is the best advertising a company could ask
for! Med One Capital is a solutions company
creating an army of customers that are loyal
fans because of our customer service.
We have always prided ourselves in
our differences as a company, and with
every call we make and take we have the
opportunity to create another fan, another
customer who “has to” tell others how
great it was working with Med One.

a solution that will satisfy
all your budgets.
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Jeff Easton is one of Med One’s newest
employees. Jeff joined the Med One team
three months ago as Chief Financial Officer
and came ready to work. As CFO, Jeff is
responsible for all financial aspects of the
company and for ensuring proper procedures
and policies are in place to make Med One as
efficient and effective as possible. With a BS
degree in Accounting as well as a Masters
degree in Accounting (both from Brigham
Young University) he is perfect for the job.
While the man definitely knows
numbers, you may (or may not) be
surprised to hear what Jeff said when
asked about an embarrassing moment.
“It may not surprise you that I am not very
handy. My wife built our play structure in the
backyard, put up the basketball hoop and
takes care of all maintenance on the home.”
Although he didn’t build their backyard
playground or put up their basketball hoop,
his kids (and wife, Camille) mean everything to
Jeff. He has three girls and two boys, including
one set of twins, and his favorite thing to do is
spend time with them. He also played tennis
for BYU so he likes being able to get out and
play some tennis with his wife and kids.
When asked about Med One and his
new employment here, Jeff has nothing but
good to say and envisions a great future for
the company. “I am extremely excited to be
here at Med One. This Company has already
done great things and has the potential to
do incredible things. My goals for Med One
in the future are to ensure financial strength
and to implement procedures and systems
to accompany the growth that has occurred
and will continue to occur.”

DSL VS CABLE

There are two big contenders for your home high speed Internet:
DSL and Cable. It’s definitely a tough choice, but it makes it a

Nate Davis - Geek Report

little easier when you know the advantages and disadvantages of each.

Most of us home users are mainly
using the Internet to check our email
and maybe browse a few sites. Most of
us are not on the Internet all day.

“uploading” a lot of pictures, this is a must
have. DSL Service offers a 1.5Mbps down
and 384k up. This is okay for browsing the web
and uploading moderate amounts of data.

When people ask me if they should get DSL
or Cable, I usually ask right back, “Do you
have a home phone line or are you with a
cable company right now for your TV?” I
recommend people go with what is cheapest.
A 1.5Mbps DSL line is more than adequate
for most general surfing and email. In fact,
if you are doing a lot of uploading (sending
your photos to others online or to a photo
printing service) then you will actually benefit
more from DSL’s upload speed than from
Cable. High speed Internet is measured in
Kbps or Kilabits per second. A 1.5Mbps line
is 1500 Kilibits per second. 1.5Mbps / 1.5Mbps
means that your download and upload speeds
are the same. If you plan on sending out or

For example, you have a 3MB photo you
took on your digital camera. With a 1.5Mbps
line it will take about 17 seconds to upload
that picture. If you have the slower upload
of 384Kbps, then it’s probably going to take
about 76 seconds to upload the same picture.
So when deciding, here’s something to keep
in mind when making your decision.
Cable usually comes in at 6Mbps down
(download) and 768Kbps up (upload). This
can make it great to stream and download
music and movies, as well as general brows-

The DSL and Cable battle will always be
there. But if you look at what you’re planning
on doing with your Internet and you look for
ways to bundle, then you will find ways to
save and make the right choice!

EMPLOYEES OF THE MONTH
Mark Stevens and Elisha Jorgensen

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
Jeff Easton

ing. Overall, Cable is usually faster in my humble
opinion, but you have to understand that Cable
is shared. For example, you have a 30Mbps
line running to your neighborhood and 30 Cable
subscribers all downloading large files at the
same time. Out of that 6Mbps you enjoy at
times, you are now only getting 3Mbps. If you
don’t mind the thought of sharing as a whole to
get faster internet for about the same price, then
Cable may be an option. In comparison, DSL is
a dedicated speed to your house. You will never
be any faster or slower.

Operations Manager

Administrative Assistant

CONGRATULATIONS to Mark and Elisha for being named
employee of the month for November / December 2007.
Remember to submit your nominations to Human
Resources or place it in the ballot box before
the 25th of each month.
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November

December
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TEAMWORK

“Talent wins games,

Kathy Whiting - Human Resources

but teamwork and intelligence
wins championships.”

All teams are groups of individuals, but not all
groups of individuals possess the qualities of a
team. Teams outperform individuals because
teams generate a special energy. This energy
develops as team members work together
fusing their personal energies and talents
to deliver tangible results. Teams provide
benefits for both management and the
individual and are never mutually exclusive.

-Michael Jordan

Year of success, achievement, and mile markers

As a team member you benefit in the following ways:

Working faster. It doesn’t matter how
smart or capable you are; if you work with
others, you will find that the overall results
come much faster.
Distributing the workload, or “many

hands make light work.” Even a huge
project can be bearable by splitting up
the responsibilities and playing to individual
strengths. As an individual, you may not
possess all the parts necessary to deliver
the results, but as a team you have a variety
of skill sets and new ideas.

Better decisions. The adage of “two heads

are better than one” becomes even more
powerful and creative when you have several
heads thinking about the same problem.

CFO and long time partner of Med One Capital John Johnson retires

The company benefits from teamwork and team-building by:

Med One Capital and Med One Medical become two separate entities

Maximizing the employees’ performance.

By fully using its greatest resource
(the employees), the company benefits.
While one employee may be an “idea”
person, another may be able to complete
tasks efficiently and on time, still another may
be a “number” person. The sum is definitely
more powerful than the parts, and the results
are far beyond the individual’s abilities.

Employee involvement. By creating

participation and shared problem solving
teams, employees are invested in and a
part of the company’s success.

Employee satisfaction. Employees

who are allowed to be part of decision
making and are more involved with their
fellow co-workers experience a higher
degree of job satisfaction. They are
more likely to work harder to make “their”
company successful than employees who
are more insulated and marginalized.

Med One Equipment Rental is formed

The Med One Legends win more games than last season- still not enough, but more

Med One Capital reaches one hundred million dollars in business for the second consecutive year

Teamwork creates a work culture
that values collaboration. In a teamwork
environment, employees understand
and believe that thinking, planning,
deciding and acting are better when
done cooperatively. They recognize,
and even assimilate, the belief that
“none of us is as good as all of us.”
At Med One, the departments operate
as true teams, working on projects and
under deadlines together. We all have
a vested interest in doing our part so
that the team benefits and therefore, the
company benefits. At Med One, we have
a CEO that believes in teamwork and
believes in leading from the front. As Lee
Iococca said, “I’ve always found that the
speed of the boss is the speed of the team.”

Upgrades in accounting software are put into place and Med One moves towards a paperless environment

Med One Capital participates in numerous organizations to make a difference in Utah communities:

Utah Fast Pass
Honoring Heroes Foundation
Utah Special Olympics
Hemophilia Foundation
Utah Highway Patrol
Make a Wish Foundation
Boys and Girls Club of Utah
Larry H. Miller Charities
The Arthritis Foundation
Zero Fatalities
Utah Prevention Dimension
Salt Lake Area Domestic Violence Coalition
Sleep Smart Drive Smart campaign
And now we welcome 2008
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Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working together is success.

As we dive into 2008, we are challenged to make Teamwork
an influential characteristic at Med One. We are reminded
that we are not a complete team without the strength and
dedication of our employees. Working together is success.
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